EACH KIT CONTAINS: SENSOR, SENSOR BRACKET, REFLECTOR, AND REFLECTOR BRACKET

PART NUMBER IN1-PE-KIT-RJ11-X INCLUDES SENSOR WITH 1M CABLE
PART NUMBER IN1-PE-KIT-RJ11-2 INCLUDES SENSOR WITH 2M CABLE

PART NUMBER IN1-PE-RJ11-1 [FOR 1M CABLE]
PART NUMBER IN1-PE-RJ11-2 [FOR 2M CABLE]

SENSOR DETAIL
SENSOR BRACKET DETAIL
REFLECTOR DETAIL
REFLECTOR BRACKET DETAIL

KIT PARTS DETAILS
IN1-PE-KIT-RJ11-X

PHOTOEYE KIT QS18 W/ REFLECTOR & BRKTS

PART NUMBER IN1-PE-RJ11-1 WITH 1M CABLE
PART NUMBER IN1-PE-RJ11-2 WITH 2M CABLE

WIRING DIAGRAM

1: P1 WIRE COLOR
2: BLUE
3: BLACK
4: BROWN
5: NOT USED
6: NOT USED
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ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM